Abstract-We consider a distributed learning setup where a sparse signal is estimated over a network. Our main interest is to save communication resource for information exchange over the network and reduce processing time. Each node of the network uses a convex optimization based algorithm that provides a locally optimum solution for that node. The nodes exchange their signal estimates over the network in order to refine their local estimates. At a node, the optimization algorithm is based on an ℓ1-norm minimization with appropriate modifications to promote sparsity as well as to include influence of estimates from neighboring nodes. Our expectation is that local estimates in each node improve fast and converge, resulting in a limited demand for communication of estimates between nodes and reducing the processing time. We provide restricted-isometry-property (RIP)-based theoretical analysis on estimation quality. In the scenario of clean observation, it is shown that the local estimates converge to the exact sparse signal under certain technical conditions. Simulation results show that the proposed algorithms show competitive performance compared to a globally optimum distributed LASSO algorithm in the sense of convergence speed and estimation error.
I. INTRODUCTION
Learning of sparse signals/data from a limited number of observations has become important in many applications, for example, sparse coding [1] , [2] , compressive sampling [3] , [4] , dictionary learning [5] , [6] , etc. In the gamut of sparse learning, use of convex optimization, mainly the ℓ 1 -norm based minimization has been extensively studied [7] . Other class of sparse learning algorithms are greedy methods and Bayesian approaches [8] . The problem of sparse signal learning becomes more challenging for a distributed setup where observations are spread across nodes of a network. This distributed sparse learning problem is relevant in applications such as big data analysis [9] , sensor networks [10] , [11] etc. In such a scenario, the sparse signal learning involves learning and exchanging information among the nodes of the network. A straightforward approach would be to process the observations at a central node. This is expected to involve sending large amounts of data over the network, resulting in a high demand in communication resource. Further, for security or privacy issues, observations and system parameters may not be accessed in a single place. With this background, we design a set of distributed sparse learning algorithms in this article. Our algorithms use convex optimization methods and do not require a large communication overhead. Each node solves a convex optimization problem to learn a local estimate. The estimates are exchanged between nodes of the network for further improvement. We expect the algorithms to converges in a limited number of iterations, thus saving communication resource and requiring a limited processing time. A low processing time is useful in low-latency applications. In this article, our main contributions are as follows:
• We develop ℓ 1 -norm minimization based distributed algorithms that achieve fast convergence. To include influence of estimates from neighboring nodes, we show use of several penalty functions.
• Incorporation of a-priori knowledge of the sparsity level is shown to achieve a faster convergence.
• Using restricted-isometry-property based theoretical analysis, we derive bounds on signal estimation quality.
• Simulation results confirm that the proposed algorithms provide competitive performance vis-a-vis distributed LASSO algorithm that solves a centralized problem in a distributed manner, but at the expense of slow convergence and high communication cost.
Our proposed algorithms are referred to as network basis pursuit denoising (NBPDN). The algorithms are built on the optimization formulation of much cited basis pursuit denoising (BPDN) [12] . We mainly modify the constrained cost function of BPDN and achieve the NBPDN.
A. System Model
Consider a connected network with L nodes. The neighborhood of node l is defined by the set, N l ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , L}. Each node is capable of receiving weighted data from other nodes in its neighborhood. The weights assigned to links between nodes can be written as a network matrix H ∈ R L×L where h lr is the link weight from node r to node l. Our task is estimation of a sparse signal x in a distributed manner. The received signal (of size M l ) at node l can be written as
where y l ∈ R M l , A l ∈ R M l ×N is the system matrix and e l ∈ R M l is an additive noise.
Assumption 1:
H is a right stochastic matrix. The above assumption is quite general in the sense that any non-negative network matrix can be recast as a right stochastic matrix by row normalization.
Assumption 2: Observation noise is bounded, i.e., e l ≤ ǫ. The above assumption is commonly used in ℓ 1 minimization based sparse learning algorithms [13] . The signal of interest can be either exactly sparse ( x 0 = s) or approximately sparse (s highest amplitude elements of x contain the maximum energy of the signal). We use · 0 , · 1 and · to denote the standard ℓ 0 , ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 norm of an argument vector, respectively.
B. Literature Review
We review relevant works on sparse learning over networks in this subsection. This problem has been attempted via greedy pursuit algorithms as well as the traditional ℓ 1 norm minimization based algorithms. In addition, various signal models have been studied for this problem, for e.g., common support (where the signal at each node is different but has the same support) [10] and partial support (signal support across nodes have a partial overlap) [14] , [15] . Next, we discuss distributed greedy algorithms that provide computational advantage. In [16] , a greedy algorithm is proposed that involves exchange of observations, estimates and observation matrix to reach a consensus on the estimation over the network. Additionally, they proposed a modified algorithm that involves just the exchange of intermediate estimates. A distributed iterative hard thresholding algorithm is delveloped in [17] that provides sparse learning for both static and time-varying networks. An improved algorithm with lower communication cost was proposed in [18] . Based on subspace pursuit [19] and CoSamp [20] algorithms used for centralized sparse learning, a set of distributed algorithms are proposed in [14] , [21] that provide a high computational advantage. With the same motivation of low computational complexity, a recent work on designing distributed greedy pursuit algorithms is [22] .
Use of convex optimization for sparse learning is a much exercised area. In this area, use of ℓ 1 -norm has been investigated with considerable interest due to its optimality and robust solutions. Naturally, the strategy of solving distributed sparse learning problem using ℓ 1 norm minimization has received more attention. A distributed approach to solve the basis pursuit denoising (BPDN) [12] using the method of alternating-direction-method-of-multipliers (ADMM) was proposed in [23] . This algorithm referred to as distributed LASSO (D-LASSO), was shown to efficiently solve the distributed BPDN problem. Further work was done in [24] for the noiseless setting, that means for realizing distributed basis pursuit [12] . Works in [25] , [26] have proposed distributed compressive sensing algorithms using convex optimization. Other distributed algorithms use gradient search and adaptive signal processing techniques [27] , [28] , [29] to solve sparse learning. These alternate approaches solve an average meansquare-error cost across the network. The local estimates are then diffused across the nodes for further refinement in the next step. Works in [30] , [8] used Bayesian frameworks to design distributed sparse learning algorithms. Further, for dictionary learning which is a more general problem in sparse learning area, the works of [5] , [6] have investigated the problem of distributed dictionary learning using convex costs with sparsity promoting solutions. At this point we mention that the D-LASSO [23] provides a globally optimum distributed solution using ADMM that suffers slow convergence. The slow convergence of D-LASSO is shown in [16] . In contrast to D-LASSO, our interest is to develop convex optimization based algorithms that are fast in convergence, albeit at the expense of global optimality. Our algorithms are locally optimum at each node of the network. This endeavor is an extension of past work in designing distributed greedy algorithms [31] , [22] to the regime of convex optimization.
C. Notations and Preliminaries
We use calligraphic letters T and S to denote sets that are sub-sets of Ω {1, 2, . . . , N }. We use |T | and T c to denote the cardinality and complement of the set T , respectively. For the matrix A ∈ R M×N , a sub-matrix A T ∈ R M×|T | consists of the columns of A indexed by i ∈ T . Similarly, for x ∈ R N , a sub-vector x T ∈ R |T | is composed of the components of x indexed by i ∈ T . Also we denote (·) t and (·) † as transpose and pseudo-inverse, respectively. In this work A † T
t , the supportset T of x is defined as T = {i : x i = 0}. We define a function that finds support of a vector, as follows supp(x, s) {the set of indices corresponding to the s largest amplitude components of x}. 
holds for all vectors x ∈ R N such that x 0 ≤ s, and 0 ≤ δ s < 1. The RIC satisfies the monotonicity property, i.e., δ s ≤ δ 2s ≤ δ 3s . We also define the restricted orthogonality constant of a matrix A ∈ R M×N as follows: Definition 2 (ROP: Restricted Orthogonality Property [33] ): -For any two vectors x, x ′ ∈ R N with disjoint supports such that x 0 = s, x ′ 0 = s ′ and s+s ′ ≤ N , the {s, s ′ }-restricted orthogonality constant θ s,s ′ (ROC), is defined as the smallest number that satisfies
The ROC also satisfies the monotonicity property, i.e., θ s,
We now state the following properties of ROC [33] .
Next we provide two lemmas to be used in deriving the results. Lemma 1: Consider the standard sparse representation model y = Ax + e with x 0 = s 1 . Let S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , N } and |S|= s 2 . Definex such thatx ← A † S y,x S c ← 0. If A has RIC δ s1+s2 < 1, then we have the following ℓ 2 bounds.
e .
Additionally, we have the following ℓ 1 bounds.
Proof:
The proof is shown in Section VI. Lemma 2: Consider two vectors x and z with x 0 = s 1 , z 0 = s 2 and s 2 ≥ s 1 . We have S 1 supp(x, s 1 ) and S 2 supp(z, s 2 ). Let S ∇ denote the set of indices of the s 2 − s 1 smallest magnitude elements in z. Then, we have the following ℓ 2 bound
Additionally, we have the following ℓ 1 bound
The proof is shown in Section VI. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The algorithms are proposed in Section II. The theoretical guarantees of the algorithms are discussed in Section III. Finally, the simulation results are presented in Section IV. Section VI provides the necessary supporting lemmas and proofs of the paper.
II. NETWORK BASIS PURSUIT DENOISING
In this section, we propose two strategies of designing network basis pursuit denoising (NBPDN). For each strategy, we show use of ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 -norm based penalties to include influence of estimations from neighboring nodes.
A. Network Basis Pursuit Denoising
The pseudo-code of the NBPDN is shown in Algorithm 1. In the zeroth iteration, in each node we start with the standard BPDN where ǫ is used as an error bound (as e l ≤ ǫ). Then, for each iteration we solve a modified cost of BPDN where we add the penalty g(x, {x r,k−1 , h lr }), r ∈ N l . The penalty helps to incorporate the influence of estimates from all neighboring nodes.
1:x l,0 =arg min
Examples of g(.) functions that we used are as follows:
In these examples, the use of r∈N l h lrxr,k−1 is a strategy for inclusion of past estimates from neighboring nodes. We use the additive strategy for simplicity and analytical tractability. If all the solutions of neighboring nodes are sparse then the additive term is also expected to be sparse. The NBPDN that uses ℓ 1 -norm based g(.) is referred to as NBPDN-1. Similarly, the NBPDN that uses ℓ 2 -norm based g(.) is referred to as NBPDN-2. A natural question arises: which norm is better to use in defining a g(.) function? The use of ℓ 1 norm promotes sparsity on the difference signal x− r∈N l h lrxr,k−1 . Therefore, our hypothesis is that the ℓ 1 norm based g(.) function promotes a sparse solution for x. The solution is supposed to have a high overlap between its support and the support of the sparse signal r∈N l h lrxr,k−1 . In the cost minimization, the parameter λ needs to carefully chosen to keep a balance between the sparsity promoting function x 1 and the g(.) function. Next, we mention our main theoretical result on bounding the estimation error.
Main Theoretical Result: Over iterations, the NBPDN-1 algorithm has a recurrence relation given by,
where ̺ 1 , υ 1 and ζ 1 are deterministic constants depending on network weights h lr , and RIP constant δ and ROC constant θ of A l . Also, for a fixed s, T is the s-support set of the signal x. The recurrence relation bounds the estimation error at node l in iteration k. The above recurrence relation is further used to show that the estimation error is bounded as
The above bound holds at each node of the network if RIC and ROC constants of the local observation matrix A l satisfy certain conditions. Under the assumption of no observation noise and the signal being exactly s-sparse, the NBPDN achieves exact estimate of x at every node when δ 2s < 0.472. This result holds irrespective of the use of ℓ 1 or ℓ 2 -norm in g(.) function. We will investigate the main result in detail later in section III.
B. Pruning based Network Basis Pursuit Denoising
In this subsection, we develop a derivative of NBPDN with a-priori information of sparsity level x 0 = s. This new derivative is referred to as pruned NBPDN (pNBPDN), shown in Algorithm 2. The use of sparsity level brings a flavor for comparative studies with greedy algorithms where sparsity level is typically used as a-priori information. In Algorithm 2, we apply pruning to sparsify the estimatesx l,k . We use the support-finding function supp(.) to determine the indices of the highest s-amplitudes in the estimate (see Step 2 of the algorithm). We then do a projection operation to get an ssparse estimatex l,k (see Step 3 of the algorithm). We again consider two examples of the g(.) function. The pNBPDN that uses ℓ 1 -norm based g(.) is referred to as pNBPDN-1. Similarly, the NBPDN that uses ℓ 2 -norm based g(.) is referred to as pNBPDN-2.
Algorithm 2 Pruned NBPDN -Steps at Node l
Main Theoretical Result: For pNBPDN, the estimation error is bounded as
The above bound holds at each node in the network and requires certain conditions on the RIC and ROC constants of the local observation matrix A l . Under the assumption of no observation noise and the signal being exactly sparse, the pNBPDN achieves exact estimate of x at every node when δ 2s < 0.472.
C. Discussions
For the scenario of no cooperation over network, that is, if H is an identity matrix, NBPDN-1 is same as the BPDN algorithm. Interestingly, it has been shown that the BPDN has an RIP condition that δ 2s (A l ) < 0.472 [33] for bounded reconstruction. Therefore, according to our analysis the RIP conditions for BPDN and NBPDN are comparable. The use of a-priori knowledge in pruned NBPDN does not change the RIP condition. The pruned BPDN (pNBPDN) is more close to distributed greedy algorithms that work with the same system setup. Examples of the greedy algorithms are network greedy pursuit (NGP) [22] and distributed hard thresholding pursuit (DHTP) [31] . We mention that NGP and DHTP have RIP conditions δ 3s (A l ) < 0.362 and δ 3s (A l ) < 0.333, respectively. It can be seen that RIP conditions for these two distributed greedy algorithms are more strict compared to the proposed NBPDN.
III. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
In this section we discuss the main theoretical results of this article. For notational clarity, we use RIC constant δ s1
where s 1 , s 2 are constants. We first start with the analysis of NBPDN. Let us define z l,k x l,k − x. In NBPDN, Ax l,k − y ≤ ǫ. Also, we have the model constraint y l − A l x ≤ ǫ. Then we have
where (a) follows from the triangle inequality. We can now partition z l,k into disjoint sparse vectors such that, z l,k = j≥0 z Tj ∪ z T * . We have dropped the subscript {l, k} in individual partitioned vectors for notational clarity. In the above partition,
) and so on. Here, we assume that a and b are two positive integers satisfying the condition a < b ≤ 4a. We now state a derivative of the shifting inequality from [33] .
Lemma 3 (Consequence of the shifting inequality [33] ):
The above lemma follows from applying the shifting inequality lemma [33, Lemma 3] iteratively to the partitioning of z l,k .
A. Bounds on estimation error for NBPDN-1
h lrxr,k−1 1 . We first present the following lemma which will be used later to prove the results.
Lemma 4:
Alternately, for any λ,
Here we definex
The proof of Lemma 4 is shown in Section VI. Next, we use the results of Lemma 4 to provide a bound on the estimation error of NBPDN-1 in the following theorem. 
, and
With the help of the recurrence inequality, we show the following result for a general λ. , and c 7 =
. The detailed proofs of the above two theorems is given in Section VI. It follows that, for the case of no observation noise (ǫ = 0) and s-sparse signal ( x T c 0 1 = 0), we have perfect estimation. The above two theorems are valid for two different conditions on the RIC and ROC constants of A l . We can easily see that with the restriction λ ′ = max{λ, 1/2}, the second condition of δ s+a + s b θ s+a,b < 1 is stricter compared to the condition in Theorem 2. Hence, both the above theorems are valid under the condition δ s+a + s b θ s+a,b < 1. Following the earlier discussion after Theorem 1, the above condition can be bounded as δ 2s < 0.472 for s = 4a = b. This is the requirement on the RIC constant that we had earlier stated in the main results.
The two bounding results in Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 provide different quality of bounds on the estimation error. The bound in Theorem 1 remains same at any iteration k, i.e., the estimation error is upper bounded by a constant value. But this bounding comes with a compromise on the RIC constant δ 2s which can take the value (0, 0.472) depending on λ. Additionally, this bound requires the condition λ > 1/2. On the other hand, Theorem 3 provides bound on the estimation error for any λ. Also, the requirement on the RIC constant δ 2s < 0.472 does not depend on the value of λ. The only relaxation is in the actual value of the bound that is dependent on the iteration value k. This is because our recurrence inequality is an upper bound and increases with increase in the number of iterations. Next, we show the results for NBPDN-2.
B. Bounds on estimation error for NBPDN-2
For NBPDN-2 algorithm, g(x, {x r,k−1 , h lr } r∈N l ) = x − r∈N l h lrxr,k−1 . We first derive the following bounds on the result of the minimization function.
Lemma 5:
The proof is shown in Section VI. We next state a bound on the estimation error for the initialization step which will be used to prove the overall bound later. 2λ−1 < 1 be satisfied for λ > 1/2. Then the estimate at any iteration k,x l,k is bounded as
The detailed proof of the above theorem is given in Section VI. It is interesting to see the similarity between Theorem 1 and Theorem 4. It is easy to see that for s = 4a = b, the condition on RIC constant is dependent on λ and can be written as δ 2s < 2λ−1 2λ+0.12 . The range of the RIC constant is given by δ 2s ∈ (0, 0.472) for λ ∈ (0.5, 1]. We next bound the estimation error for NBPDN-2 for a general λ. We first present the following recurrence relation at iteration k.
Theorem 5 (Recurrence inequality): Under the condition
where
and
.
The above recurrence relation can be used to derive the following bound on the estimation error. c 10 + c 9 c 12 ) . The detailed proofs of the above two theorems is given in Section VI. For s = 4a = b, the RIC requirement reduces to δ 2s < 0.472. The trade-off between quality of the estimation error bound and the RIC constant δ 2s is similar to that discussed for NBPDN-1. That is, Theorem 4 provides a better bound at the cost of stricter δ 2s and for λ > 1/2. On the other hand, Theorem 6 gives a looser bound which is valid for any λ and RIC constant δ 2s < 0.472. It even follows that for the case of no observation noise (ǫ = 0) and for s-sparse signal ( x T c 0 1 = 0), we have perfect estimation for NBPDN-2.
Theorem 6 (Bound on estimation error):
If δ s+a + s b θ s+a,b < 1, then at iteration k, the estimatex l,k is bounded by x −x l,k ≤ d 3 ǫ + d 4 x T c
C. Bounds on estimation error for pNBPDN-1 and 2
In this section, we derive bounds on the estimation error of pNBPDN-1 and pNBPDN-2. Recall that for the pruned algorithms, we assumed that the signal is s-sparse, i.e., x 0 = s. It can be seen that Algorithm pNBPDN-1 is similar to Algorithm NBPDN-1 except the additional use of pruning step. We will use the following lemmas to bound the error in the pruning step.
Lemma 7: Assume x 0 = s, then we have
Additionally, the following ℓ 1 bound holds true.
The proof is shown in Section VI. Now, we can extend Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 to get the following result. The detailed proof of the above theorem is given in Section VI. Following similar arguments in the discussion of NBPDN-1, it follows that the first bound on estimation error is valid for δ 2s < 2λ−1 2λ+0.12 for s = 4a = b. Interestingly, the pruning step of pNBDN-1 does not change the RIC constant requirement. The second bound requires an RIC constant of δ 2s < 0.472. It also follows that pNBPDN-1 achieves perfect reconstruction under the scenario of no observation noise.
Finally we consider pNBPDN-2. The pNBPDN-2 algorithm is same as the NBPDN-2 with the additional pruning step. Hence, we can extend Theorem 4 and Theorem 6 to get the following results. The detailed proof of the above theorem is given in Section VI. Under the assumption of s = 4a = b, it can be seen that the requirement on the RIC constant for the first and second bound reduces to δ 2s < 2λ−1 2λ+0.12 and δ 2s < 0.472 respectively. Additionally, in the absence of observation noise, pNBPDN-2 achieves perfect reconstruction.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we study the performance of the proposed algorithms using simulations. We first describe the simulation setup and the test scenarios. Simulation results are then discussed.
A. Simulation Setup
We consider a randomly chosen connected network with L nodes where each node is connected to other d nodes. The parameter d is referred to as the 'degree of the network' that gives a measure of the network connection density. We have d = |N l |. Given the edge matrix E of the network, we can generate a right stochastic network matrix H. This can be done by ensuring that the following conditions are satisfied,
We use the system model (1) to generate different realizations of y l by randomly generating sparse signal x and observation noise e l for given observation matrices A l . The observation noise is i.i.d. Gaussian. We use Gaussian sparse signals, i.e., sparse signals with non-zero elements chosen from a Gaussian distribution [34] . To average out results for A l , we also generate many instances of A l and perform Monte Carlo simulations. The performance metric used to compare the various algorithms is the mean signal-to-estimation-noise-ratio
where E(.) is the sampling average of the simulation. We define the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for node l as
For simplicity, we assume that SNR is same at all the nodes, that is ∀l, SNR l = SNR. Also, we consider the observation matrices to be of the same size, i. 
B. Experiment on Convergence Speed
In this experiment, we observe how fast the algorithms converge with iterations. We set SNR = 30dB and the maximum number of iterations be 300. The results are shown in Fig. 1 . In Fig. 1 (a) , we show performance of all our four proposed algorithms and D-LASSO. We assumed that the network can support more communication such that D-LASSO can continue for 300 iterations. We see that D-LASSO has a slow convergence, but provides best performance at the end of iterations. This is expected as it solves the centralized sparse learning problem using ADMM. Among the four proposed algorithms, we see that pNBPDN-1 and 2 perform better, that means a-priori knowledge of sparsity level helps. The pruning based pNBPDN algorithms provide better performance in the sense of quick convergence as well as higher mSENR. In Fig. 1  (b) , we show the enlarged portion for initial 30 iterations of Fig. 1 (a) . Here it is clear that the proposed algorithms are fast in convergence compared to D-LASSO.
C. Experiment on Robustness to Measurement Noise
In this experiment, we investigate performance of the algorithms at various SNR conditions to check robustness of algorithms to observation noise power. We show performance of D-LASSO, pNBPDN-2 and BPDN. BPDN does not cooperate over the network. Performances are shown in Fig. 2 . We set allowable numbers of iterations as 300 and 30. Note in the Fig. 2 (a) that D-LASSO hits a floor with increase in SNR. On the other hand pNBDN-2 shows improving performance with the increase in SNR. In the Fig. 2 (b) , we allow 30 iterations to simulate a communication constrained case and limited processing time. In this case D-LASSO turns out to be even poorer than BPDN. On the other hand, the pNBDN-2 shows good results for limited iterations. We have simulated other NBPDN algorithms and observed similar trend in performances. Therefore we do not repeat to show those results.
D. Experiment on Sensitivity to Parameter λ
In all our previous experiments we have set the parameter λ = 0.1 for the proposed algorithms. This value was chosen based on an experiment where we vary λ for SNR = 30 dB and plot the performance in Fig. 3 . It can be seen that the chosen λ is in the good performance region. A higher value of λ provides more weight to x 1 and less weight to g(x, {x r,k−1 , h lr }). That means, more weight is assigned to sparsity promotion and less weight in using information from neighbors. An important observation is that when g(.) function is ℓ 1 -norm based then the performance is less sensitive to the λ change compared to the ℓ 2 -norm case. Recall that in section II-A, we had a hypothesis as follows: ℓ 1 -norm based g(.) function promotes additional level of sparsity which is not the case for ℓ 2 -norm based g(.) function. It can be seen that the simulation results commensurate with our hypothesis.
E. Reproducible results
In the spirit of reproducible research, we provide relevant Matlab codes at https://www.kth.se/ise/research/reproducibleresearch-1.433797 and https://sites.google.com/site/saikatchatt/. The code produces the results shown in the figures.
V. CONCLUSION
We show that locally convex algorithms are good for a distributed learning setup where a sparse signal is estimated over a network. The locally convex algorithms are fast in convergence, saving communication and computing resources. It is important to engineer appropriate regularization constraints for the locally convex algorithms. The algorithms are robust with additive noise model, and have theoretical support on their performance. Our theoretical analysis shows that the restricted-isometry-property based estimation guarantees of proposed algorithms and the basis pursuit denoising (BPDN) algorithm are similar.
VI. THEORETICAL PROOFS A. Proof of Lemma 1
The ℓ 2 bounds follow from [35, Lemma 2] . We next show the ℓ 1 bounds. From the inequality between ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 norms, we have
The first ℓ 1 bound follows by using the above inequality in the first ℓ 2 bound and the fact that . ≤ . 1 . Next, as x −x 0 ≤ s 1 + s 2 , we can write
The second ℓ 1 bound follows directly by substituting the above bound in the second ℓ 2 bound. 
B. Proof of Lemma 2
The ℓ 2 bounds follow from [improved SP, lemma 3]. We next show the ℓ 1 bound. Consider the following relation,
Rearranging the terms in the above equation gives
DefineŚ S 2 \ S ∇ as the set of indices of the s 1 highest magnitude elements in z. Now, we can write,
where we used the highest magnitude property ofŚ in the last step. The above equation can be written as
Value of λ From (9) and (10), and from the fact that (S 2 \ S 1 ) ∩ (S 1 ∩ S ∇ ) = ∅, we have
C. Proof of Lemma 4
Denotex l,k = r∈N l h lrxr,k−1 . The solution,
where (a) and (b) follows from the fact that T 0 , T c 0 are disjoint and the reverse triangle inequality of the ℓ 1 norm. It can be seen that (7a) follows from rearranging the above inequality. An alternate inequality reduction can be pursued as follows,
Now, (7b) follows from the above inequality.
D. Proof of Theorem 1
The proof follows similar structure as adopted in [33, Theorem 2] . For notational simplicity we drop the subscripts {l, k}. We can write
where (a) and (b) follow from Lemma 3 and (7a); and (c) follows from the bounding of ℓ 1 -norm by the ℓ 2 -norm. Next, consider
The first term in the above equation can be written as
where (a) follows from the RIP of A and (5). Also, the second term in (12) can be bounded as
where (a) follows from Definition 2 and (b) follows from (11) . Using the RIP and the above two inequalities, we can write,
Using (11), the above equation can be simplified as
Now, we can upper bound the error as
where (a) follows from (7a) and bounding ℓ 1 -norm by the ℓ 2 -norm. Also, (b) follows from (14) . The above bound on the estimation error is valid at every iteration k as long as c 1 > 0 which reduces to the condition δ s+a + s b θ s+a,b 2λ−1 < 1.
E. Proof of Theorem 2
The first part of the proof follows as in Theorem 1. We can write
where (a) and (b) follow from Lemma 3 and (7b); and (c) follows from the bounding of ℓ 1 -norm by the ℓ 2 -norm and λ ′ = max{λ, 1/2}. Plugging the above inequality in (13), we have
The error can now be bounded as
where (a) follows from Lemma 4 and (b) follows from (15) . The first term in RHS of the above inequality can be bounded
x r,k−1 1 , where (a) follows from the right stochastic property of H. It can be seen that the result follows by substitution.
F. Proof of Theorem 3
From the condition, we have,
Hence, from Theorem 2 we can write
We can vectorize the above equation to write
Applying the above equation iteratively, we have
t is the estimation error in the intialization step. Note that BPDN algorithm is used in the initialization step which is the modified algorithm with λ = 1. From Theorem 2, we have at node l (and λ = 1)
where c 6 = 2 1 + 2
. Now substituting the above inequality in (16) and using the power series reduction, we get
which gives the result. Observe that we have used the right stochastic property of H to reduce the power series in the above inequality. The condition for the above bound to hold is that δ s+a + s b θ s+a,b < 1.
G. Proof of Lemma 5
The first part of the proof is similar to Lemma 4. Denoté x l,k = where (a) and (b) follows from the fact that T 0 , T c 0 are disjoint and the reverse triangle inequality of the ℓ 1 norm. It can be seen that (7a) follows from rearranging the above inequality. The second inequality can be derived as follows,
Now, (7b) follows from the above inequality by using the relation (z l,k ) T0 ≥ 1 √ s (z l,k ) T0 1 .
H. Proof of Theorem 4
The first part follows from the proof of Theorem 1. It can be seen that for λ > 1/2, (8a) is valid. Hence, we can write from (14) ,
where c 
I. Proof of Theorem 5
From first part of Theorem 2 and (8b), we can write x −x l,k ,
where (a) follows from the bounding of ℓ 1 -norm by the . The error bound at the individual nodes follows from the above inequality.
M. Proof of Theorem 8
Under the assumption x 0 = s, we have from Theorem 4,
x −x l,k ≤ 4λ s(1 + δ s+a ) c 1 (2λ − 1) ǫ.
Plugging the above inequality in Lemma 7, we get the first bound.
For the second part, we have to derive the recurrence inequality. From Theorem 5, we have
x −x l,k ≤ c 9 r∈N l h lr z r,k−1 +c 11 ǫ.
Using the first bound from Lemma 7 in the above equation, we get z l,k ≤ x −x l,k ≤ ǫ by applying Lemma 7 to Lemma 6. We can now follow the proof of Theorem 6 to show that the error at iteration k is bounded as . The error bound at the individual nodes follows from the above inequality.
